Cost estimation is an important aspect of the management of software development projects. Most cost estimation models require an estimate of the size of the program to be developed. Accurate size estimation is thus critically important. Earlier work has shown that weighted counts of conceptually unique variables (where each variable is weighted by the number of functions in which it is referenced) are good predictors of the final size of Pascal and C programs. Simple equations using only that information give acceptable accuracy, even across a range of sizes and applications. For Pascal programs, the accuracy is acceptable by the end of high level design; for C programs, it is acceptable by the end of detailed design. In this study, C programs are classified by application, instead of being treated as a single class. Different estimation equations are then used for programs in each class. Overall estimation accuracy improves at each stage of design. A broad classification scheme is sufficient to give estimates of acceptable accuracy by the completion of high level design.
INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of software project management is the assessment and allocation of the resources required during development. Numerous software cost estimation models exist to help managers with this task. An essential input to all such models is an estimate of the size of the software to be developed. Accurate estimation of software size is thus vital. Unfortunately it is very difficult, especially during the early stages of development.
Many approaches to size estimation are used in industry. Several are supported by commercial size estimation tools and services. Most involve subjective estimation, particularly through comparison with completed projects whose size is known. An alternative approach, in which this work falls, is to develop algorithmic models that predict the size of a program from quantitative measurements of some of its attributes (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] ).
The research described here concentrates on the variables in a program as the key factor. Lokan and Conte [8] have shown that very simple equations can estimate the final size of Pascal programs with acceptable accuracy, from as early as the completion of high level design, across a range of program applications and sizes. These equations were based on a weighted count of conceptually unique variables, in which each variable in a program was weighted by the number of procedures in which it was used. A similar study of C programs [9] supports these findings, except that accuracy was not quite acceptable after high level design (by detailed design it was This study looks more closely at the C programs, to try to improve the accuracy of the size estimates by classifying programs into groups for estimation. Rather than considering all programs as one class, with a single estimation equation for them all, separate estimation equations are used for programs in different classes. The programs are classified by application.
METHOD OF STUDY

Data collection
One hundred and fourteen C programs, covering a broad range of applications, were analyzed. In total the programs amounted to almost 340,000 lines of source code. They ranged in size from 71 to 24,836 lines, with a mean of 2,975 and a median of 998 lines.
Three attributes were measured for each program: LOC (the number of source lines, excluding blank lines and lines that only contain comments), Dref and Cref (weighted counts of the conceptually unique variables 1 identifiable after high level design and detailed design respectively). Each identifier was weighted by the number of functions in which it was used. The difference between Dref and Cref is that Cref includes local names within functions, and implementation-dependent constants (eg array sizes), while Dref does not. Figure 1 plots the size of each program against Dref and Cref. Both plots show clear linear relationships; the scatter is slightly wider with Dref.
Classifying programs by application
The sample programs were classified into fifteen types of application. These were grouped further into four broad classes: computation-intensive programs, interactive programs with a rich user interface, batch-oriented file translation programs, and system programs. There are two reasons for grouping programs into broad classes as well as individual applications. First, it is desirable to have estimation models that are as general as possible; broad classifications should be investigated before more detailed ones. Second, each class that is analyzed separately needs to be large enough for the statistics to have some meaning.
Estimation equations
Simple linear equations are desirable, as they are intuitive and easy to apply. Earlier work [8, 9] has shown that other forms of equation are no more accurate than linear equations. Hence only linear equations were sought here.
The measures used to evaluate the accuracy of each equation were the mean magnitude of relative error (denoted M RE), and the proportion of programs predicted with M RE ≤ .30 (denoted Pred (.30)). R 2 (the coefficient of multiple determination, which indicates the extent to which estimated and actual values are linearly related [10] ) is reported here for information, but is not used to assess the predictive ability of any equation.
Campbell et al. [4] consider an equation acceptable if M RE ≤ .30 and Pred (.30) ≥ .70. Although this criterion is arbitrary, it has been widely accepted in software engineering. It is used here.
A form of trial and error was used to derive the estimation equations. Ordinary regression was used to provide initial guesses for the coefficients. A range of values around the initial guess was then defined for each coefficient, based on a visual inspection of a graph of size against the dependent variable (Dref or Cref ). An exhaustive search through all combinations was then made to find the best-performed equation in terms of M RE and Pred (.30). This approach usually improved M RE and Pred (.30) substantially, compared to the regression-derived equation. Table 2 shows the performance of the best equation for estimating the size of programs in each class, based on Dref. The first line gives the best equation, and its accuracy, when all programs are considered as a single class. The next four lines give this information for each broad class, and the last four lines give it for the subclasses of the file translation programs.
RESULTS
High level design
Two of the four broad classes (interactive and computation-intensive programs) appear to represent distinct subclasses. They were already estimated with acceptable accuracy; defining their own estimation equations improves the accuracy further.
The translation programs and system programs cannot be distinguished as useful subclasses from the original full sample. These programs were estimated most poorly in the first place. Classifying them as translation-oriented or system-oriented has gained nothing. A more finegrained classification by application is the next step to try. System programs cannot be broken down further by application. Translation programs can be broken down by application into four subclasses.
The last four lines of Table 2 show the best equations for each separate application within the translation programs. They appear to represent quite distinct subclasses. Each is estimated more accurately by its own separate equation than by the equation for the class as a whole. It appears that two subclasses are estimated with acceptable accuracy; the other two fall slightly short. With only 7-10 programs for each application, though, firm conclusions cannot be drawn.
Overall estimation accuracy for the sample of 114 programs is shown in Table 3 Table 5 : Overall accuracy after detailed design last line shows the overall accuracy when seven classes (three broad classes, and a breakdown of the fourth into four separate applications) are used. Classifying the programs into seven classes improves M RE by 4% and Pred (.30) by 8%. These represent relative improvements of 13% in the values of each of M RE and Pred (.30). In summary, classifying programs by application has identified some distinct classes which are worth estimating separately, and overall accuracy now appears acceptable. Table 4 shows the performance of the best equation for estimating the size of programs in each class, based on Cref. It has the same structure as Table 2 .
Detailed design
Each class is estimated with greater accuracy by its own estimation equation. There are substantial differences between the four equations, and between each of them and the single equation used for the sample as a whole. Classifying programs broadly by application finds real differences after detailed design.
The size of interactive, computation-intensive, and system programs is estimated well as a function of Cref. For these three classes, M RE is at most 23% and Pred (.30) is at least 83%. Even the translation programs are almost estimated acceptably as a single class. The previous section showed that they should be broken down further by application. The last four lines of Table 4 show the best equations when this is done. Although the accuracy generally looks good, firm conclusions cannot be drawn because the subclasses contain too few members.
Overall estimation accuracy for the sample of 114 programs is shown in Table 5 . Even without classifying the programs at all, estimation accuracy is acceptable. Classifying the programs into four classes helps; classifying them into the more sensible seven classes helps further.
CONCLUSIONS
The main findings of this study are:
• Classifying programs by application, and using a separate estimation equation for each class, improves the accuracy of the estimates.
• When programs are classified into only a few classes, M RE and Pred (.30) each improve in relative terms by about 10-17%.
• For three of the four broad classes, size estimation is acceptably accurate after high level design. The fourth class needs to be broken down to a finer level, whereupon it too can be estimated with acceptable accuracy after high level design.
• It is enough to classify programs broadly by application, in order for estimates based on weighted counts of distinct variables (using equations like those in Tables 2 and 4 ) to be acceptable from high level design onwards.
Several avenues are open for further research. A direct follow-on to this study would be to assess the value of a fine-grained classification by application. This general approach to size estimation could also be investigated with other languages, and with large industrial programs.
